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Introduction
In The Origin of Species, Charles Darwin stated the theory of  natural evolution.
Over many generations, biological organisms evolve according  to the principle of natural selection.
GAs are powerful adaptive method to solve search and optimization problem.






Genetics
Study of heredity
Genes
DNA
Chromosome
Genotype
 phenotype
Allele







The Genetic Algorithm
Directed search algorithms based on the mechanics of biological evolution
Developed by John Holland, University of Michigan (1970’s)
To understand the adaptive processes of natural systems
To design artificial systems software that retains the robustness of natural systems






Genetic Algorithms -preamble
GA is a type of searching algorithm
It searches a solution space for an optimal solution to a problem
The algorithm creates a population of possible solutions to the problem and lets them evolve over multiple  generations to find better and better solutions







Classes of Search Techniques







Components of a GA
A problem to solve, and ...
Encoding technique       (gene, chromosome)
Initialization procedure                (creation)
Evaluation function                 (environment)
Selection of parents               (reproduction)
Genetic operators    (mutation, recombination)
Parameter settings             (practice and art)







Simple Genetic Algorithm
{
initialize population;
evaluate population;
while TerminationCriteriaNotSatisfied
{
select parents for reproduction;
perform recombination and mutation;
evaluate population;
}
}






Genetic Algorithms (IV) 
Generation of initial population 
Basic Tasks
Evaluation 
 
Selection (Reproduction operation) 
Exchange characteristics to develop new
individuals (Crossover operation) 
Arbitrarily modify characteristics in new
individuals (Mutation operation) 






Some Applications 
Engineering component / equipment design 
Engineering process optimization 
Portfolio optimization 
Route optimization; optimal layout; optimal packing 
Schedule optimization 
Protein structure analysis 
Decision making / decision support systems 







Population- consists of collection of candidate solutions that we are considering during the course of the algorithm
Over generations of the algorithm , new members are born in to the population while others die out of the population
A single solution in the population is referred to as an individual
The fitness of an individual is a measure of how good is the solution represented by the individual
Selection process is analogous to survival of the fittest 
Individuals are selected for breeding ( cross over) based up on their  fitness value
Cross over occurs by mingling two solutions together to produce two new individuals
During each generation there is a small chance for each individual to mutate












Why Genetic Algorithms?
They are better than conventional  algorithms.  
They are more robust.
They do not break easily even if the inputs are changed slightly  or in the presence of reasonable noise.






Comparison
	Classical Algorithm


	Genetic Algorithm
	Generates a single  point at
 each iteration.
The sequence of points  approaches an optimal solution.	Generates a population of
 points at each iteration. 
The  point in the population  approaches an optimal solution.
	Select the next point in the
  sequence by a deterministic  computation.	Select the next population
  by computation which uses    random number generators.







Biological background
The science that deals with the mechanisms responsible for  similarities and differences in a species is called genetics.

The word genetics is derived from the Greek word genesis meaning to grow or to become.

It helps us to differentiate between heredity and variations during the process of evolution.







Chromosomes

All the genetic information gets stored in the chromosomes.
Each chromosome is build of DNA.
In humans, chromosomes exist in pairs.
Chromosomes are divided into several parts called genes.  Genes code the properties of species.
The combination of genes for one property are called alleles.






Chromosomes(Contd...)
Set of all possible alleles present in a particular population forms gene pool.
Size of gene pool determines the diversity of the individual in the  population.
Set of all the genes of a specific species is called genome.
Each and every gene has a unique position on the genome called locus.
Entire combination of genes is called genotype.






Terminology relationships between Natural evolution  and Genetic algorithm
	Natural Evolution 	Genetic Algorithm
	Chromosomes	 String
	Genes	Feature or Character
	Allele	Feature Value
	Locus	String position
	Genotype	 Structure or coded string
	Phenotype	 Parameter set














What are Genetic Algorithms?
GAs are adaptive heuristics search algorithms based on the  evolutionary ideas of natural selection and genetics.
Search based optimization technique based on principles of genetics and natural selection.
Used to find optimal solutions to difficult problems which  otherwise would take a lifetime to solve.
The main  idea  is survival of the fittest.







Characteristics of GA







Flow chart







Operators in Genetic Algorithm
Encoding
Selection
Crossover
Mutation






Encoding
Encoding is a process of representing individual genes.
The process can be performed using bits, numbers, trees,  arrays, lists etc.
It depends mainly on solving the problem.






Encoding Methods
Binary Encoding
Octal Encoding
Hexadecimal Encoding
Permutation Encoding
Value Encoding
Tree Encoding






Binary Encoding
The most common way of encoding is by using binary (bit ) string.  
Each bit in the string can represent some characteristics of the  solution.
Every bit string therefore is a solution but not necessarily the  best solution.
The string can represent a number.
The way in which  bit strings can be coded differs from problem to problem.






Binary encoding gives many possible chromosomes  with a  smaller number of alleles.
The length of the string depends on the accuracy.
* Integers are represented exactly.
* Finite number of real numbers can be represented.

	Chromosome 1	1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
	Chromosome 2	0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0







Octal encoding uses string made up of 
    octal numbers (0 7 ).
	Chromosome 1	03467216
	Chromosome 2	15723314







Hexadecimal encoding uses string made up of hexadecimal  numbers ( 0 -9, A -F ).
	Chromosome A	1 5 3 2 6 4 7 9 8
	Chromosome B	8 5 6 7 2 3 1 4 9







Value Encoding
In Value encoding, every chromosome is a string of some values.
Values can be anything connected to problem, numbers,  real numbers or characters.
Value encoding is very good for some special problems.
	Chromosome A	1.2324 5.3243 0.4556 2.3293 2.4545
	Chromosome B	ABDJEIFJDHDIERJFDLDFLFEGT
	Chromosome C	(back ), (back ), (right ), (forward ), (left )







Tree Encoding
Tree encoding is mainly used for solving program expressions  for genetic programming.
Every chromosome is a tree of some objects such as functions and commands of a programming language.






Selection







Selection is a method that randomly picks chromosomes out  of the population according to their evaluation function.
The selection pressure is defined as the degree to which the  better individuals are favored.
Convergence rate of the GA is largely determined by magnitude  of the selection pressure.






Types of Selection scheme
Proportionate based selection picks out individuals based  upon their fitness values relative to the fitness of the other  individuals in the population.

Ordinal based selection select individuals not upon their raw  fitness, but upon their rank within the population.






Selection Methods
Roulette Wheel Selection
Random Selection
Rank Selection
Tournament Selection
Boltzmann Selection
Stochastic Universal Sampling






Roulette Wheel Selection
The commonly used reproduction operator is the propor-  tionate reproductive operator.
A string is selected from the mating pool with a probability  proportional to the fitness.









The principle of Roulette Selection is a linear search  through a Roulette wheel with the slots in the wheel  weighted in proportion to the individual0s fitness values.
A target value is set which is a random proportion to the  sum of the fitness in the population.
The population is stepped through until the target value is  reached.







Algorithm
1. Find the total expected value of the individuals in the  population, T.
2.Repeat N times :
1.Choose a random integer r between 0 and T.

2.Loop through the individuals in the population, summing  the expected values, until the sum is greater than or equal to r.
   The individual whose expected value puts the sum over  this limit is the one selected.






Random Selection
Random selection randomly selects a parent from the  population.






Rank Selection
Rank selection ranks the population and every chromosomes receives fitness from the ranking.
The worst has fitness 1 and the best has fitness N.
It result in slow convergence
It also keeps up selection pressure when the fitness variance  is low.
It preserves diversity and hence leads to successful search.






Algorithm
1. Select a pair of individuals at random.  Generate a random number R between 0 and 1.  If R < r, use the first individual as parent.
If R≥ r, then use the second individual as the parent.  This is repeated to select the second parent.

2. Select two individuals at random.
The individual with the highest evaluation becomes the  parent.
Repeat to find the second parent.






Tournament Selection
Tournament Selection strategy provides selective pressure by  holding a tournament competition among Nu individuals.

The best individual from the tournament is the one with the  highest fitness, who is the winner of Nu .

The winner are then inserted into  the mating pool.







The tournament competition is repeated until the mating pool  is filled.


This method is more efficient and leads to an optimal solution.







Boltzmann Selection
In Boltzmann Selection a continuously varying temperature  controls the rate of selection according to a present schedule.

The temperature starts out high, which means that the selection  pressure is low.







The probability that the best string is selected and introduced  into the mating pool is very high.

Elitism can be used to eliminate the chance of any undesired  loss of information during the mutation stage.







Boltzman selection -recap
Boltzmann selection, for genetic algorithms (GAs) is is based on entropy and importance sampling methods in Monte Carlo simulation. It naturally leads to adaptive fitness in which the fitness function does not stay fixed but varies with the environment.







Simulated Annealing 
Simulated Annealing (SA) is an effective and general form of optimization.  It is useful in finding global optima in the presence of large numbers of local optima.  “Annealing” refers to an analogy with thermodynamics, specifically with the way that metals cool and anneal.  Simulated annealing uses the objective function of an optimization problem instead of the energy of a material. 

  In a typical SA optimization, T starts high and is gradually decreased according to an “annealing schedule”.  The parameter k is some constant that relates temperature to energy (in nature it is Boltzmann’s constant.) 







Algorithm
Let fmax be the fitness of the currently available best  string.
If the next string has fitness f (Xi ) such that f (Xi ) > fmax ,  then the new string is selected.

Otherwise, it is selected with Boltzmann probability,
P = exp[ -[fmax - f (Xi )]/T ]
where,
T = T0(1-α k ) and k = (1 + 100* g /G)
g is the current generation number and G is the maximum  value of g.
The value of  α  can be chosen from the range [0; 1].  T0 from range [5; 100].






Stochastic Universal Sampling
Stochastic Universal Sampling provides zero bias and minimum spread
The individuals are mapped to contiguous segments of a  line  such  that  each  individual0 s  segment  is  equal  in  size  to  its fitness.
Here, equally spaced pointers are placed over the line, as  many as there are individuals to be selected.







Algorithm













Crossover( Recombination )
Crossover is the process of taking two parent solutions and  producing a child from them .
After the selection process, the population is enriched with  better individuals.
Reproduction makes clones of good strings but does not  create new ones.






Crossover is a recombination operator that proceeds in three steps:
1.The reproduction operator selects at random, a pair of two  individual string for the mating.

2.A cross site is selected at random along the string length.

3.Finally, the position values are swapped between the two strings  following the cross site.






Crossover Techniques
Single Point Crossover
Two Point Crossover
Multi point Crossover
Three Parent Crossover
Crossover with Reduced Surrogate
Shuffle Crossover
Precedence Preservative Crossover
Ordered Crossover
Partially Matched Crossover
Crossover Probability
Uniform Crossover






Single Point Crossover
The traditional GA uses single point crossover, where  the two mating chromosomes are cut once at corresponding points and the sections after the cuts are exchanged.
A cross site or cross point is selected randomly along the  length of the mated strings and bits next to the cross sites  are exchanged.













Two Point Crossover
Involving more than one cut point.
In two point crossover, two crossover points are chosen  and the contents between these pointers are exchanged between two mated parents.
Adding further crossover points reduces the performance of  GA.













Multi Point Crossover
Two ways:
Even number of cross sites The cross sites are selected  randomly around a circle and information is exchanged.

Odd number of cross sites A different cross point is always  assumed at the string beginning.






Uniform Crossover
Each gene in offspring is created by copying corresponding  gene from one or other parent chosen according to a random  generated binary crossover mask of the same length as the  chromosomes.
When there is a 1 in the crossover mask, the gene is copied  from the first parent and where there is a 0 in the mask, the  gene is copied from the second parent.
A new crossover mask is randomly generated for each pair  of parents.
Number of crossing point is,
L/2

where L is the chromosome length.




















Three Parent Crossover
Three parents are randomly chosen.

Each bit of the first parent is compared with the bit of the  second parent.

If both are the same, the bit is taken for the offspring, otherwise the bit from the third parent is taken for the offspring.













Crossover with Reduced Surrogate
The reduced surrogate operator constraints crossover to  always produce new individuals wherever possible.
Implemented by restricting the location of crossover points  such that the crossover points only occur where gene values  differ.






Shuffle Crossover
Shuffle crossover is related to uniform crossover.  A single crossover position is selected.
Before the variables are exchanged, they are randomly shuffled  in both parents.
After recombination, the variables in offspring are shuffled






Precedence Preservative Crossover
The operator passes on precedence relations of operations given  in two parental permutations to one offspring at the same rate,  while no precedence relations are introduced.
PPX is introduced for a problem consisting of six operations A- F.
The operator works as follows:
A vector of length Sigma, sub i = 1 to mi , representing the  number of operations involved in the problem, is randomly  filled with elements of the set [1; 2].

This vector defines order in which operations are successively  drawn from parent 1 and parent 2.






Consider the parent and offspring permutations as lists,  for which the operations " append " and " delete " are  defined.

First step is to initialize an empty offspring.

The leftmost operations in one of the two parents is  selected in accordance with the order of parents given in  the vector.
After an operation is selected, it is deleted in both parents.  Finally, the selected operation is appended to the offspring.

Process is repeated until both parents are empty and the  offspring contains all operations involved.

































































































Ordered Crossover
Ordered two point crossover when the problem is order based.  Given two parent chromosomes.
Two random crossover points are selected partitioning them  into a left, middle and right portions.
Child 1 inherits its left and right section from parent 1 and its  middle section is determined by the genes in the middle section  of parent 1 in the order in which the values appear in parent  2.




















Partially Matched Crossover
PMX can be applied usefully in the TSP.
TSP chromosomes are simply sequences of integers, where each  integer represents a different city and the order represents the  time at which a city is visited.
Viewed as a crossover of permutations that guarantees that all  positions are found exactly once in each offspring.
Both offspring receive a full complement of genes, followed by  the corresponding filling in of alleles from their parents.







Consider the two strings shown in figure, where the dots  mark the selected cross points.
The matching section defines the position wise exchanges  that must take place in both parents to produce the off- spring.
The exchanges are read from the matching section of one  chromosome to that of the other.








The numbers that exchange places are; 
 5 and 2
and 3
and 10






Crossover Probability
The basic parameter in crossover technique is the crossover  probability (Pc ).
It is a parameter to describe how often crossover will be  performed.
If there is no crossover, offspring are exact copies of parents.
If there is crossover, offspring are made from parts of both  parent0 s chromosome.
If Pc is 100%, then all offspring are made by crossover.






Mutation
Simple search operator
Mutation is viewed as a background operator to maintain  genetic diversity in the population.






Mutation Methods
Flipping
Interchanging
Reversing
Mutation Probability






Flipping
Flipping of a bit involves changing 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 based  on a mutation chromosome generated.
A parent is considered and a mutation chromosome is randomly  generated.
For 1 in mutation chromosome, the corresponding bit in parent  chromosome is flipped and child chromosome is produced.













Interchanging
Two random positions of the string are chosen and the bits  corresponding to those positions are interchanged.







Reversing
A random position is chosen and the bits next to that position  are reversed and child chromosome is produced.







Mutation Probability
The basic parameter in mutation technique is the mutation probability (Pm ).
It is a parameter to describe how often parts of chromosome  will be mutated.
If there is no mutation, offspring are generated immediately  after crossover without any change.
If mutation is performed, one or more parts of a chromosome  are changed.
If Pm is 100%, then whole chromosome is changed.






Stopping Condition for Genetic Algorithm Flow
Maximum generations
The GA stops when the specified number of generations  has evolved.

Elapsed time
The genetic process will end when a specified time has  elapsed.
If maximum number of generation has been reached before  the specified time has elapsed, then the process will end.






No change in fitness
The genetic process will end if there is no change to the  population0 s  best  fitness  for  a  specified  number  of  generations.
If maximum number of generation has been reached before  the specified number of generation with no changes has been  reached, then the process will end.
Stopping Condition for GA Flow contd.






Stall generations
The GA stops if there is no improvement in the objective  function for a sequence of consecutive generations of length  "Stall generations ".

Stall time limit
The GA stops if there is no improvement in the objective function during an interval of time in seconds equal  to "Stall time limit ".
Stopping Condition for GA Flow contd.






Termination Techniques
Best Individual
Worst Individual
Sum of Fitness
Median Fitness






HYBRID SOFT COMPUTING  TECHNIQUES






Neuro Fuzzy Hybrid Systems
The Neuro fuzzy hybridization is widely termed as Fuzzy  Neural Network (FNN ) or Neuro Fuzzy System (NFS ).
It is a learning mechanism that utilizes the training and  learning algorithms from neural networks to find parameters  of a fuzzy system.
It can also be defined as a fuzzy system that determines its  parameters by processing data samples by using a learning  algorithm derived from or inspired by neural network theory.
Alternately, it is a hybrid intelligent system that fuses ANNs  and fuzzy logic by combining the learning and structure of  neural networks with human like reasoning style of fuzzy  systems.






The human like reasoning style of fuzzy systems is incorporated by NFS through the use of fuzzy sets and a linguistic  model consisting of a set of IF THEN fuzzy rules.
NFSs are universal approximators with the ability to solicit  interpretable IF THEN rules.
Strength of NFSs involves interpretability versus accuracy.







Neuro fuzzy is divided in to two areas
Linguistic Fuzzy modeling based on interpretability
--------------Mamdani Model
Precise Fuzzy modeling based on accuracy
--------------Sugeno Model







Comparison of Fuzzy Systems with Neural Networks
	Neural processing	Fuzzy processing
	Mathematical model not
necessary	Mathematical model not
necessary
	Learning can be done	A priori knowledge is needed
	There are several learning
algorithms	Learning is not possible
	Black box behavior	Simple interpretation and
implementation










Genetic Neuro Hybrid System







Genetic Neuro Hybrid Systems
A neuro genetic hybrid or genetic neuro hybrid system is  one in which a neural network employs a genetic algorithm to  optimize its structural parameters that define its architecture.
Neural networks solve problems by self learning and  self organizing.
Genetic algorithms present themselves as a potential solution  for the optimization of parameters of neural networks.






Block Diagram of Genetic Neuro Hybrids







Properties of Genetic Neuro Hybrid Systems
The parameters of neural networks are encoded by GAs as a  string of properties of the network.
A large population of chromosome is generated, which represent  many possible parameter sets for the given neural network.
GANN has the ability to locate neighbourhood of the optimal  solution quickly.






Drawbacks
Large amount of memory is required for handling and manipulation of chromosomes for a given network.
The question of scalability of this problem as the size of the  networks become large.






Genetic Algorithm Based Back Propagation Network
(BPN )
BPN is a method of teaching multi layer neural networks how  to perform a given task.
Here learning occurs during this training phase.
BPN determines its weight based on gradient search technique.  It may encounter a local minima problem.
Though GA do not guarantee to find global optimum solution,  they are good in quickly finding good acceptable solutions.






Limitations of BPN
BPN do not have the ability to recognize new patterns.  They can recognize patterns similar to those they have learn
They must be sufficiently trained so that enough general  features applicable to both seen and unseen instances can  be extracted.
There may be undesirable effects due to over training the  network.






Process involved in Genetic-neuro hybrid systems are:
Coding
Weight Extraction
Fitness function formulation
Selection of parents
Reproduction of offspring
Convergence






Coding
Assume a BPN configuration n –l- m,where n is the number  of neurons in the input layer, l is the number of neurons  in the hidden layer and m is the number of output layer  neurons.
The number of weights to be determined is given by,
(n + m)l
Each weight, which is a gene here, is a real number.






Let d be the number of digits in weight.
Then a string S of decimal values having string length,
(n + m)ld
is randomly generated.
It	is	a	string	that 	represents	weight	matrices 	of  input hidden and hidden output layers in a linear form.
Thereafter a population of p, which is the population size,  chromosomes is randomly generated.






Weight Extraction
Inorder to determine the fitness values, weights are extracted  from each chromosome.
Let,
a1,a2,………….,ad ,……., al
represent a chromosome.  Let,
apd +1,apd +2,………..a(p+1)d
represent pth gene (p ≥0) in the chromosomes.






Formulation of fitness function
A fitness has to be formulated for each and every problem to  be solved.
Inputs (X) and targets (Y) are represented as a matrix

Compute the initial population I0 of size ‘j’.

Let O10,O20,….,Ojo represent ‘j’ chromosomes of initial population I0
( For Matrix representation of  input and output ref text  Sivanandam topic 16..3  page  no 478)










Let the weight extracted for each of the chromosomes  upto jth chromosome be
W10,w20,w30,….wj0
Calculate the output 
Calcuate the error(rmse)
Derive the fitness function from this error
FF=1/error(rmse)







Selection of parents
Before the parents produce the offspring with better fitness,  the mating pool has to be formulated.

This is accomplished by neglecting the chromosome with  minimum fitness and replacing it with a chromosome that  have maximum fitness.

Once the mating pool is formulated, parent pairs are selected  randomly






Reproduction of Offspring
.
The chromosomes of respective pairs are combined using  crossover technique to reproduce offspring.

The selection operator is used to select the best parent to  participate in the reproduction process.






Convergence
Convergence for GA is the number of generations with  which the fitness value increases towards global optimum.
It is the progression towards increasing uniformity.
When about 95% of the individuals in the population share  the same fitness value then the population has converged.






Advantages of Neuro Genetic Hybrids
The GA performs optimization of the NN parameters with  simplicity, ease of operation, minimal requirements and  global perspective.
GA helps to find out complex structure of ANN for given  input and the output data set by using its learning rule as  a fitness function.
The hybrid approach ensembles a powerful model that could  significantly improve the predictability of the system under  construction.






Applications
Load forecasting
Stock forecasting
Cost optimization in textile industries
Medical diagnosis
Face recognition
Multi processor scheduling






Genetic Fuzzy Hybrid Systems
and 
Fuzzy Genetic Hybrid Systems






Genetic Fuzzy Hybrid
 and 
Fuzzy Genetic Hybrid  Systems
This integration can be performed in two ways:
By the use of fuzzy logic based techniques for improving genetic  algorithm behavior and modeling GA components. This is called  fuzzy genetic algorithms (FGA).

By the application of genetic algorithms in various optimization  and search problems involving fuzzy systems.






An FGA is considered as a GA that uses techniques or tools  based on fuzzy logic to improve the GA behavior modeling.
It may also be defined as an ordering sequence of instructions  in which some of the instructions or algorithm components may  be designed with tools based on fuzzy logic.
The GAs are utilized for solving different fuzzy optimization  problems.






Genetic Fuzzy Rule Based Systems (GFRBSs)
For modeling complex systems in which the classical tools are  unsuccessful due to complex or imprecise nature, an  important tool in the form of fuzzy rule based systems has  been identified.
For mechanizing the definition of the knowledge base of a fuzzy  controller, GAs have proven to be a powerful tool.
In can be termed as Genetic Fuzzy  Systems (GFSs).






Block Diagram of Genetic Fuzzy System







.

The main objectives of optimization in fuzzy rule based
 system are  as follows:
The task of finding an appropriate knowledge base (KB) for  a particular problem. This is equivalent to parameterizing the  fuzzy KB (rules and membership functions).

To find those parameter values that are optimal with respect to  the design criteria.













Tuning versus Learning problems
	Tuning	Learning
	It is concerned with optimization
of an existing FRBS.	It constitutes  an automated
design method for fuzzy rule  sets that start from scratch
	Tuning processes assume a
predefined RB and have  the objective to find a
set of optimal parameters  for the membership and/or  DB parameters.	Learning  processes perform
a more elaborated search  in the space of  possible  RBs
or whole KB and  do not depend on a
predefined set of rules.







Genetic Tuning Process
The task of tuning the scaling functions and fuzzy membership  functions is important in FRBS design.
Adoption of parameterized scaling functions and membership  functions by GA is based on the fitness function that specifies  the design criteria quantitatively.
The responsibility of finding a set of optimal parameters for the  membership or the scaling functions rests with the tuning  processes which assume a predefined rule base.
The tuning process can be performed a priori also.
This can be done if a subsequent process derives the RB once  the DB has been obtained, ie, a priori genetic DB learning.






Process of tuning the DB







Tuning Scaling Functions
The universes of discourse where fuzzy membership functions  are defined are normalized by scaling functions applied to the  input and output variables of FRBSs.
In case of linear scaling, the scaling functions are parameterized  by a single scaling factor or either by specifying a lower and  upper bound.
In case of non linear scaling, the scaling functions are then  parameterized by one or several contraction or dilation  parameters.
These parameters are adapted such that the scaled universe of  discourse matches the underlying variable range.






Here the approach is to adapt 

 one to four  parameters per variable:
using a scaling factor with one parameter
linear scaling-with two parameters 
non linear scaling-with 3 or 4 parameters
This approach leads to a fixed length code as the number of  variables is predefined as the number of parameters required to  code each scaling function.






Tuning Membership Functions
During the tuning of membership functions , an individual  represents the entire DB.
Its chromosome encodes the parameterized membership  functions associated to the linguistic terms in every fuzzy  partition considered by the fuzzy rule based system.
The number of parameters per membership function can  vary from one to four and each parameter can be either  binary or real coded.






For FRBSs of the descriptive(using linguistic variables) or  approximate(using fuzzy variables) type, the structure of  chromosome is different.
In linguistic model, the entire fuzzy partitions are encoded into  the chromosome .
Here, the number of parameters to code is reduced to the ones  defining the core regions of the fuzzy sets.






Genetic Learning of Rule Bases







Genetic learning of rule bases assumes a predefined set of fuzzy  membership functions in the DB to which the rules refer, by  means of linguistic labels.
As in the approximate approach adapting rules, it only applies  to descriptive FRBSs, which is equivalent to modifying the  membership functions.
When considering a rule based system and focusing on learning  rules, there are three main approaches:
Pittsburgh approach
Michigan approach
Iterative rule learning approach






The Pittsburgh approach is characterized by representing an  entire rule set as a generic code (chromosome), maintaining  a population of candidate rule sets and using selection and  generic operators to produce new generations of rule sets.

The Michigan approach considers a different model where the  members of the population are individual rules and a rule set  is represented by the entire population.






In the Iterative rule learning approach, the iterative one,  chromosomes code individual rules, and a new rule is adapted  and added to the rule set, in an iterative fashion, in every run  of the genetic algorithm.






Genetic Learning of Knowledge Base







Genetic learning of a KB includes different genetic  representations such as variable length chromosomes,  multi chromosome genomes and chromosomes encoding  single rules instead of a whole KB as it deals with the  heterogeneous search spaces.

As the complexity of search space increases, computational  cost of the generic search also grows.

Maintain a GFRBS that encodes individual rules rather  than entire KB so that the solution is feasible and efficient.






The three learning approaches as used in case of rule base  can also be considered here:
Pittsburgh approach
Michigan approach
Iterative rule learning approach






Advantages of Genetic Fuzzy Hybrids
GAs allow us to represent different kinds of structures, such as  weights, features together with rule parameters allowing us to  code multiple models of knowledge representation.
This provides a wide variety of approaches where it is necessary  to design specific generic components for evolving a specific  representation.
Genetic algorithm efficiently optimizes the rules, membership  functions, DB and KB of fuzzy systems.
The methodology adopted is simple and the fittest individual  is identified during the process.






Thank You
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